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Appendix Grammar Constraints

1. position of a finite verb in a main clause (posmainclfin)

2. position of a nonfinite verb in a main clause (posmainclnonfin)

3. position of a finite verb in initial position (posinitial)

4. inflection of the verb in a main clause (vformmaincl)

5. inflection of a nonfinite verb in a main clause (compverbmaincl)

6. choice of auxiliary vs. modal in a main clause (auxmaincl)

7. number agreement in a main clause (vp_nummaincl)

8. person agreement in a main clause (vp_permaincl)

9. case of the noun of a noun phrase (npnoun)

10. case, number, and gender of the determiner of a noun phrase (np)

11. case of the noun as the subject in a main clause (subjnounmaincl)

12. case, number, and gender of the determiner as a subject in a main clause (subjmaincl)

13. case agreement of conjoined nouns as subjects in a main clause (subjconjnounmaincl)

14. case, number, and gender of conjoined determiners as a subject in a main clause 

(subjconjmaincl)

15. case of the noun as a direct object in a main clause (dirobjnounmaincl)

16. case, number, and gender of the determiner as a direct objectin a main clause 

(dirobjmaincl)

17. case agreement of conjoined nouns as direct objects in a main clause 

(dirobjconjnounmaincl)

18. case, number, and gender of conjoined determiners as a direct object in a main clause 

(dirobjconjmaincl)

19. case of the noun as an indirect object in a main clause (indirobjnounmaincl)

20. case, number, and gender of the determiner as an indirect object in a main clause 

(indirobjmaincl)
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21. case agreement of conjoined nouns as indirect objects in a main clause 

(indirobjconjnounmaincl)

22. case, number, and gender of conjoined determiners as an indirect object in a main clause 

(indirobjconjmaincl)

23. choice of preposition in a main clause (prepmaincl)

24. case of the noun in an accusative prepositional phrase in a main clause 

(pp_accnounmaincl)

25. case, number, and gender of the determiner in an accusative prepositional phrase in a 

main clause (pp_accmaincl)

26. case of the noun in a dative prepositional phrase in a main clause (pp_datnounmaincl)

27. case, number, and gender of the determiner in a dative prepositional phrase in a main 

clause (pp_datmaincl)

28. semantic constraints in a subordinate clause (semmaincl)

29. position of a finite verb in a subordinate clause (possubclfin)

30. position of a nonfinite verb in a subordinate clause (possubclnonfin)

31. inflection of the verb in a subordinate clause (vformsubcl)

32. inflection of a nonfinite verb in a subordinate clause (compverbsubcl)

33. choice of auxiliary vs. modal in a subordinate clause (auxsubcl)

34. number agreement in a subordinate clause (vp_numsubcl)

35. person agreement in a subordinate clause (vp_persubcl)

36. case of the noun as the subject in a subordinate clause (subjnounsubcl)

37. case, number, and gender of the determiner as a subject in a subordinate clause 

(subjsubcl)

38. case agreement of conjoined nouns as subjects in a subordinate clause 

(subjconjnounsubcl)

39. case, number, and gender of conjoined determiners as a subject in a subordinate clause 

(subjconjsubcl)

40. case of the noun as a direct object in a subordinate clause (dirobjnounsubcl)

41. case, number, and gender of the determiner as a direct object in a subordinate clause 

(dirobjsubcl)
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42. case agreement of conjoined nouns as direct objects in a subordinate clause 

(dirobjconjnounsubcl)

43. case, number, and gender of conjoined determiners as a direct object in a subordinate 

clause (dirobjconjsubcl)

44. case of the noun as an indirect object in a subordinate clause (indirobjnounsubcl)

45. case, number, and gender of the determiner as an indirect object in a subordinate clause 

(indirobjsubcl)

46. case agreement of conjoined nouns as indirect objects in a subordinate clause 

(indirobjconjnounsubcl)

47. case, number, and gender of conjoined determiners as an indirect object in a subordinate 

clause (indirobjconjsubcl)

48. choice of preposition in a subordinate clause (prepsubcl)

49. case of the noun in an accusative prepositional phrase in a subordinate clause 

(pp_accnounsubcl)

50. case, number, and gender of the determiner in an accusative prepositional phrase in a 

subordinate clause (pp_accsubcl)

51. case of the noun in a dative prepositional phrase in a subordinate clause 

(pp_datnounsubcl)

52. case, number, and gender of the determiner in a dative prepositional phrase in a 

subordinate clause (pp_datsubcl)

53. semantic constraints in a subordinate clause (semsubcl)

54. position of a finite verb in a coordinate clause (poscoordclfin)

55. position of a nonfinite verb in a coordinate clause (poscoordclnonfin)

56. inflection of the verb in a coordinate clause (vformcoordcl)

57. inflection of a nonfinite verb in a coordinate clause (compverbcoordcl)

58. choice of auxiliary vs. modal in a coordinate clause (auxcoordcl)

59. number agreement in a coordinate clause (vp_numcoordcl)

60. person agreement in a coordinate clause (vp_percoordcl)

61. case of the noun as the subject in a coordinate clause (subjnouncoordcl)

62. case, number, and gender of the determiner as a subject in a coordinate clause 

(subjcoordcl)
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63. case agreement of conjoined nouns as subjects in a coordinate clause (subjconjnounsubcl)

64. case, number, and gender of conjoined determiners as a subject in a coordinate clause 

(subjconjsubcl)

65. case of the noun as a direct object in a coordinate clause (dirobjnouncoordcl)

66. case, number, and gender of the determiner as a direct object in a coordinate clause 

(dirobjcoordcl)

67. case agreement of conjoined nouns as direct objects in a coordinate clause 

(dirobjconjnounsubcl)

68. case, number, and gender of conjoined determiners as a direct object in a coordinate 

clause (dirobjconjsubcl)

69. case of the noun as an indirect object in a coordinate clause (indirobjnouncoordcl)

70. case, number, and gender of the determiner as an indirect object in a coordinate clause 

(indirobjcoordcl)

71. case agreement of conjoined nouns as indirect objects in a coordinate clause 

(indirobjconjnounsubcl)

72. case, number, and gender of conjoined determiners as an indirect object in a coordinate 

clause (indirobjconjsubcl)

73. choice of preposition in a coordinate clause (prepcoordcl)

74. case of the noun in an accusative prepositional phrase in a coordinate clause 

(pp_accnouncoordcl)

75. case, number, and gender of the determiner in an accusative prepositional phrase in a 

coordinate clause (pp_acccoordcl)

76. case of the noun in a dative prepositional phrase in a coordinate clause (pp_datnoun)

77. case, number, and gender of the determiner in a dative prepositional phrase in a 

coordinate clause (pp_datcoordcl)

78. semantic constraints in a coordinate clause (semcoordcl)

79. an error in any clause type (sentence)


